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In mathematical physics, a closed timelike curve (CTC) is a world line in a Lorentzian manifold, of a material
particle in spacetime that is "closed", returning to its starting point.
Closed timelike curve - Wikipedia
The Fermi paradox is a conflict between the argument that scale and probability seem to favor intelligent life
being common in the universe, and a total lack of evidence of intelligent life having ever arisen anywhere
other than on the Earth.
Fermi paradox - Wikipedia
04 FÃ©vrier 2013 : Robert Carter, gÃ©ologue australien spÃ©cialisÃ© dans l'environnement, explicite ses
analyses sur le rÃ©chauffement climatique.
Paroles de grands chercheurs sur le rÃ©chauffement climatique
The book helped me overcome my struggle with science and paved the way for a deeper and more
reasonable faith that I still continue to investigate and communicate to others to help them through their
intellectual struggles.
Book Review: The Creator and the Cosmos - crossexamined.org
Le paradoxe de Fermi est le nom donnÃ© Ã une sÃ©rie de questions que s'est posÃ©es le physicien italien
Enrico Fermi en 1950, alors qu'il dÃ©battait avec des amis de la possibilitÃ© d'une vie et d'une visite
extraterrestre, compte tenu du modÃ¨le corallien de colonisation galactique.
Paradoxe de Fermi â€” WikipÃ©dia
A starship is not an independent entityâ€”no more than a jet plane is independent just because it can leave
the ground. Imagine for a moment, a fully loaded 747 jet airliner flying from Los Angeles to New York.
Infrastructure - Atomic Rockets
Quickies. A game theory curiosity: what is the role of infrastructure? Itâ€™s interesting that though Assad,
ISIS, China, Russia etc all know that computers & networks are heavily pwned by their enemies like the USA,
they still canâ€™t bring themselves to take it down or stop using them.
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